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PRODUCT CATALOG

Product Name：Irregular Geometric Mixed Colors Brass And Marble Tile Mosaic Wall

Short Description: This is a unique stone mosaic

product, made of irregular geometric mixed marble

colors to combine this brass and marble tile. Wanpo

has various special and interesting stone mosaic

collections for you to choose from in your house.

Model No.: WPM045

Pattern: Geometric

Color: Mixed Colors

Finish: Polished

Material Name: Natural Marble, Brass

Product Detail:

Product Description

In Wanpo company, all of our stone mosaics are not made from waste materials, most of

them are cut from the remaining particles after the slabs are cut into standard tiles. We have

a strict selection standard for the particles before manufacture, that those which have cracks

or black dots must not be reused, and we try our best to maintain the same color in one

production batch. This is a unique stone mosaic product, made of irregular geometric mixed

marble colors to combine this brass and marble tile. We have various special and interesting

stone mosaic collections for you to choose from in your house.
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Product Specification (Parameter)

Product Name: Irregular Geometric Mixed Colors Brass And Marble Tile Mosaic Wall

Model No.: WPM045

Pattern: Geometric

Color: Mixed Colors

Finish: Polished

Material Name: Natural Marble, Brass

Thickness: 10 mm

Product Series

Model No.: WPM045

Color: White & Grey & Black & Gold

Marble Name: Ariston Marble, Carrara Marble, Black Marquina Marble, Brass

Model No.: WPM059

Color: White & Grey & Black & Gold

Marble Name: Thassos White Marble, Carrara White Marble, Black Marquina

Marble, Brass

Product Application

Our regular customers particularly value our commitment and professional service. Whether you are

remodeling a bathroom, or kitchen, or building your dream home, Wanpo company can guide you in

the selection of all your mosaics and tiles needs. Our natural marble mosaic collections are available for

wall and floor decorations in the decorative areas you want.



Stone mosaic has the characteristics of both stone and mosaic. When cleaning, a special stone cleaning

agent should be used. At the same time, attention should be paid to cleaning the gaps of each small

brick in time.

FAQ

Q: Is the actual product the same as the product photo of this Irregular Geometric Mixed Colors Brass

And Marble Tile Mosaic Wall?

A: The real product may differ from the product photos because it is a kind of natural marble, there are

no two absolute same pieces of the mosaic tiles, even the tiles as well, please be noted this.

Q: Can I make the unit price per piece?

A: Yes, we can offer you a unit price per piece, and our normal price is per square meter or square feet.

Q: Are you a factory or trading company?

A: Wanpo is a trading company, we organize and deal with a variety of stone mosaic tiles from different

mosaic factories.

Q: Is your product price negotiable or not?

A: The price is negotiable. It can be changed according to your quantity and packaging type. When you

are making an inquiry, please write the quantity you want in order to make the best account for you.


